
SUBMISSION FROM THE INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF 
SCOTLAND 
 
1. The Business Policy Committee is the Institute’s committee which monitors 
developments affecting businesses generally and considers legislative and other 
proposals from bodies such as the DfBIS, the FRC, the FSA and the European 
Commission.  The Committee is broadly based, with members representing different sizes 
of accountancy practice, industry, the investment community, and the legal profession.   
 
2. As the Institute’s Charter requires, we act in the public interest, and our proactive 
projects and responses place the general public interest first, notwithstanding our charter 
requirements to represent our members’ interests.  
 
3. We welcome the opportunity to contribute evidence to the Committee inquiry into the 
banking, building society and financial services industry, to its assessment of the longer 
term consequences on the Scottish economy of the global financial crisis on financial 
institutions, and the desire to identify actions necessary to ensure that Scotland is well 
prepared to meet the challenges of the economic upturn with Scotland recognised as a 
leading financial services centre. We have a number of general points below and have 
answered the specific questions in the consultation where we have evidence to contribute.  
 
General points  
 
4. Our evidence below is based on feedback from our members who are directly employed 
in financial services; who provide services to the financial services sector and its clients; or 
provide accountancy and business advice to others in the wider economy. In our view, 
financial services are a vital part of the Scottish economy in their own right and as an 
integrated part of the wider economy. Financial services generate significant revenue, 
support other industries and provide significant employment. It is also beneficial to our 
national income and our employment prospects to have a full range of different sizes of 
business, from small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) to PLCs, in Scotland. 
 
5. Many of our members have noted the changing financial environment in Scotland, which 
affects their clients and their businesses, with consequences across the economic 
spectrum: 

• It is harder to raise loan finance; 
• It is also harder to extend existing funding facilities. In addition, the banks are charging 

substantial sums to extend any existing facilities; 
• Financial covenants are far more rigorously policed by funders, with breaches 

potentially leading to the withdrawal of funds or increasing costs; 
• Relationships with funders need to be very carefully managed and this can be difficult 

because many of the relationship managers at banks have either been replaced or no 
longer have the authority that they previously had;  

• There is a need to look beyond loan financing and this requires businesses to seek 
equity investors and/or public sources of funding. The balance between equity and loan 
funding may change with less weighting given to bank funding, with consequent 
reductions in business growth. Arguably, this represents a necessary correction 
following a period of globally loose pricing and lax control; and 

• The impact of the above on SMEs future growth and development needs to be 
considered.    

 

 



 

 
 

 
 
 

6. ICAS members also report that funding does remain available for sound businesses: the 
key to accessing it is a sufficiently strong balance sheet, a tightly run business, and good 
banking relationships.  
 
7. In order to encourage the economy, including the financial sector, we believe that 
governments at Holyrood, Westminster, and Brussels, individually and working together, 
should contribute to economic growth by providing a stable and supportive framework for 
business, with regulation that focuses on outcomes rather than process. ICAS participates 
in the Regulatory Review Group, chaired by Professor Russell Griggs, and is supportive of 
its work. In return, business should be expected to act ethically and with integrity. 
 
Q1. What is your view on the cause, nature and impact of the recent difficulties in the 
financial sector in Scotland? 
 
8. The recent difficulties in the financial sector in Scotland have wider origins than 
Scotland alone, as analysed in a number of recent reports. In some Scottish institutions 
there have also been issues of governance and risk management that allowed financial 
difficulties to become worse than they need otherwise have been. Specifically, the ABN 
Amro acquisition by RBS and an aggressive lending programme by HBOS were major 
contributory factors. The severity of the crisis is also due to factors such as global savings 
imbalances in search of unrealistically high returns; the dynamics of speculative bubbles 
(in property, investment banking assets and commodities); and the near universal 
embrace of "free market fundamentalism" by central banks and governments, and 
bankers.  
 
9. We would note, however, that we do not think accounting has been a fundamental 
cause of the financial difficulties.  If anything, we think the requirement to mark-to-market 
certain assets has helped to present the financial problems in a clear and transparent 
manner, and should enable the UK to regain the confidence of investors – in contrast to 
the "lost decade" Japan experienced in the 90s when the scale of its problems were 
hidden .   
 
10. The impact of the difficulties in the financial sector, in broad terms, is to introduce a 
level of uncertainty, and to reduce confidence, and this should be addressed with a 
positive, forward looking promotion of Scotland.  
 
11. More specifically, the impact is to reduce available work, to reduce employment, and 
our members who work directly in financial services or provide accountancy and related 
services to the financial sector have noted two trends.   First, there is less work, 
specifically in corporate finance and ‘deal-making’. Some members are now without jobs 
whilst the recruitment of accountancy trainees is also subject to pressure. Secondly, the 
nature of the work is changing; there is less high value consultancy, one-off work and that 
which remains tends to be lower level, compliance work. The calibre of work affects 
income levels and the quality of staff which it attracts. On the other hand, a reduction in 
certain areas of work forces businesses to re-examine their sources of income and to be 
more active and innovative in seeking new sources.  
 
Q2. What evidence do you have on the issue of the availability and the cost of credit and 
what effect have the initiatives undertaken by the banks, government bodies, regulators 
and others had? 
 



 

 
 

 
 
 

12. In recent surveys of our members in practice, the majority view has been that loan 
finance is harder to access, whether it is new finance or extension of existing facilities, and 
particularly so for SMEs. When it is available, it is more expensive to service. In terms of 
the initiatives undertaken by banks, government bodies and regulators, the results have 
been mixed. Those retail banks that are still active are under pressure to strengthen their 
capital bases at a time when fewer lenders exist. This makes loan finance more expensive 
than it has been in the recent past, despite the very low base interest rate. We also believe 
that the Government needs to do more to reconcile the conflict between demands for 
banks to lend and the demands for banks to strengthen their capital bases. 
 
13. Our members report that the new Enterprise Finance Guarantee loan scheme does not 
work for early stage companies and is being very sparingly used by almost all the banks. It 
is particularly difficult to borrow at levels below £2m, as below that level bank officials tend 
to be applying various rules. Above the level of £2m, more senior managers are involved 
who are allowed to use their own judgement. 
 
14. Our members have praised the HM Revenue & Customs scheme which allowed 
businesses to defer taxation, as a pragmatic and helpful step. 
 
Q3. What changes can be expected as part of the ongoing and future restructuring plans 
in the financial services sector within Scotland? 
 
15. Scotland has a long tradition of financial expertise and a highly skilled professional 
services community. Financial services businesses should continue to thrive in Scotland 
but this will depend in part on the banking sector taking up a more innovative and sensible 
stance with regard to smaller businesses, rather than seeking to rely on larger businesses 
as a source of trade, since the largest of these are currently bypassing the banks and 
using bond markets instead. 
 
Q4. How might these changes affect the business and retail banking market in Scotland, 
access to project finance, a reduction in competition on the ‘high street’ for lending , the 
plans for the retention of functions and ‘headquartering’ etc and what can the public sector 
in Scotland do to ensure the best possible result for Scotland? 
 
16. When Head Office functions move outwith Scotland, there tend to be fewer one-off 
advisory engagements for accountancy and other professional advisory firms. Although 
back office functions remain, their demands on accountancy services, for example, will 
focus on compliance and audit work. This may affect the structure of those professions 
that support financial services, and skills built up over many years will no longer be 
required. 
 
17. For the future, it is important that new business is attracted to, and retained in, 
Scotland.   It is also important that new businesses are formed and encouraged to grow.  
As indicated in the previous paragraph, we would also wish to strongly encourage the 
banks to retain HQ and senior corporate finance functions in Scotland. 
 
18. We believe that the public sector can and should provide a supportive framework for 
business. SMEs comprise the vast majority of Scottish enterprises. Because many SMEs 
lack the resources and scale of large businesses, they depend even more on the 
enterprise environment to be stable, certain and consistent. This means that changes in 
access to finance or changes to the taxation regime often have the most damaging effect 
on these types of businesses. All possible avenues of providing financial support should 



 

 
 

 
 
 

be considered, such as carefully targeted grants, loans from public authorities, and 
pension funds and local authorities being encouraged to invest in, or lend to, SMEs 
because whilst such investors have a primary purpose of prudently maximising returns, 
there is also a need to encourage a vibrant economy. 
 
19. For many SMEs, a strong local market is vital to their success. Depending on the 
product or service, this market will involve individual consumers and other businesses. The 
public sector also has an important role to play. For example, innovative, high-tech health 
care companies will not develop and grow unless the NHS places orders with them. That 
means the procurement environment needs to encourage SMEs to tender for provision. 
We recommend that Governments should engage at EU level to negotiate to allow at least 
25% of public sector procurement to be provided by local SMEs. We recognise that larger 
suppliers may offer economies of scale on particular supplies of services. However, this 
needs to be weighed against the broader benefits to the local economy if local businesses 
have an active market place and can flourish. 
 
Q5. What are the current employment levels and skills base in the financial sector in 
Scotland and how may these change?  Additionally, what are the types of jobs that might 
be expected to be lost as part of any restructuring plans? 
 
20. The type of jobs that may be lost from the financial sector in Scotland as a result of 
restructuring plans are likely to be twofold: 
• Customer facing jobs may be lost with the streamlining and amalgamation of high 

street banks; and 
• More specialist functions within the head offices such as group finance, corporate law, 

and senior HR may be lost, along with those third party professional services that 
support head offices. This dilutes the quality of work available and opportunities for 
career development within Scotland. 

 
Q7. What are your views on the current efforts across the public sector in Scotland to 
respond to the recent difficulties in the financial sector in Scotland and what, if anything, 
needs to change in the future as the situation develops? 
 
21. All efforts should be co-ordinated between Scottish and other authorities, including 
Westminster and Brussels as appropriate, and taking into account developments being 
considered by the G20 Governments. 
 
Q8. Has Scotland’s reputation as a global financial services centre been detrimentally 
affected by the global crisis and has this been to any greater extent than the problems felt 
in other financial centres? 
 
22. In our view, in the short term, Scotland’s reputation for prudence and careful 
stewardship has been dented. The reputation of bank management needs to be actively 
worked upon and re-instated, although this may take some time. However, it should not be 
forgotten that other financial organisations remain well capitalized and continue to perform 
relatively well given the current economic climate.  
 
Q9. How should Scotland differentiate itself and promote itself as a financial services 
centre in the future and what steps are being taken by our competitors in this respect? 
 



 

 
 

 
 
 

23. Leadership in promoting the financial services sector and supporting services should 
come from the industry itself to re-establish its reputation for quality, innovation, integrity 
and value for money, backed up by solid performance.  
 
24. Partnerships between the Scottish and UK Governments, Scottish agencies, and 
Scottish Financial Enterprise should be further developed, to actively market the sector as 
part of a highly qualified and expert economic structure. Differentiation for Scotland will 
come from factors such as: 

• A relatively small and closely connected business sector that can provide a range of 
professional services including finance, legal and accountancy advice; 

• A highly educated workforce; 
• An attractive lifestyle for employees;  
• One of the strongest centres for fund management in Europe; and 
• A well developed ‘angel’ finance network which operates effectively to help provide 

finance for SMEs. 
 
Q10. How can we ensure that the Scottish financial sector continues to retain a global 
perspective and does not retreat into a purely localised lending regime? 
 
25 As noted under question 9 differentiation and promotion are important. Additionally, 
Scotland’s financial sector consists of some very large businesses which access global 
markets in order to deliver results for investors and policyholders as they strive to deliver 
shareholder return in the current economic climate. It would go against the interests of 
many of the businesses in the sector to retrench. 
The marketing noted in response to Question 9 needs to target not just Scotland, but also 
the rest of the UK, EU and globally. 
 
I hope these comments are of assistance to your inquiry.  Please do not hesitate to contact 
me should you wish to discuss any of the above points further or if you would like us to 
provide any verbal evidence to the Committee. 
 
 
David D Wood 
Executive Director, Technical Policy 
 
The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland 
10 September 2009 


